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Title: Selected Files from Various Collections of the Landesarchiv Berlin, 1891-1954. 
 
Extent: 23 microfilm reels 
 
Provenance:  Selected records from the Landesarchiv Berlin. The United States 
Holocaust Memorial Museum's International Archives purchased the filmed collection 
from the Landesarchiv Berlin, Germany in 2006. The United States Holocaust Memorial 
Museum Archives received the microfilms in May. 2006. 
 
Restrictions of access: No restrictions on access. 
 
Restriction on use: Restrictions on use. No reproduction of microfilms for third parties, 
or publication of documents without written consent by Landesarchiv Berlin. 
 
Organization and arrangement:  Arrangement is thematic. 
 
Language:  German. 
 
Preferred citation:  Standard citation for the United States Holocaust Memorial 
Museum Collections Division, Archives branch. 
 
Scope and content: Contains records relating to Jewish properties and cemeteries, health 
care, forced labor, discrimination, Jewish children's home, and adoption issues.  Also 
contains personal files, name lists of Jewish people and addresses of Jewish properties, 
including alphabetical street names register of expropriated Jewish property in Berlin, 
alphabetical name register of Jewish people whose mortgages on land were sold, 
correspondence concerning Jewish mortgages and war damages; Jewish marriages; and 
the Blood Protection Act. 
 
Inventory:  
 
Reel 1: 
B Rep. 020 Bezirksamt Steglitz (1933-1948):  
Food supply; Jewish property and cementaries; proof of ethnic background; foreign 
laborers and burial of laborers from the East; and camps in Steglitz. 
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Reel 2: 
A Rep. 041-08 Bezirksamt Schöneberg von Berlin (1930-1944): 
Budget plans for race maintenance and hereditary care; gypsy camps; status of Jews in 
food supply; expenditures for expropriation of Jewish property; income statistics; salary 
statistics. 
Health care: medical officers and the NSDAP; remuneration for sterilization; offspring 
with hereditary disease; and hereditary care.  
 
Reel 3: 
A. Rep. 034-08  Bezirksamt Prenzlauer Berg (1932-1943): 
Reports related to war administration and health care; small businesses; Jewish 
cemeteries; and Polish and other foreign laborer.  
 
Reel 4: 
B Rep. 068  Rechtsanwaltskammer (1933-1954): 
Several „honorary“ trials againgst medical doctors; banning from the NSDAP due to 
contact to Jews; register of racially mixed Jews; and defense of Jewish grocers. 
 
Reel 5: 
A Rep. 001-03  Hauptwahlamt (1933-1935): (no finding aid) 
 
Reel 6: 
A Rep. 010-02  Baupolizei (1921-1943): 
Address list of [expropriated Jewish?] property; dismissal from non-Aryan company; 
denunciation of non-Aryan people; and reproaches for pro-Jewish behavior. 
 
Reel 7: 
A Pr. Br. Rep. 106 Berliner Stadtmission (1933-1944): 
Proofs of ethnic background; the situation of [Aryan/Jewish] families with adopted 
[Aryan/Jewish] children. 
 
Reel 8: 
A Rep. 001-02  Hauptverwaltung (1922-1944): 
Discrimination of Jews through general orders and laws; personal status of Jews; 
„Mischlings“ politics and employment; banning of Jews from public spaces and 
professions; correspondence from the Reichsbund jüdischer Frontsoldaten and the Jewish 
Community. 
 
Reel 9: 
A Rep. 009            Deputation für das Siedlungs- und Wohnungswesen (1934-1942): 
Session and business reports related to restoration and reconstruction; lists of calculations 
for construction; mortgages related to Jewish companies and property; questionnaires 
related to ethnic background, apartment applications, and personal status; correspondence 
related to ethnic background; decoration with the War-merit service cross; and the 
reorganization of Jewish cemeteries. 
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Reel 10: 
B Rep. 203  Bezirksamt Wedding (2000?): 
Personal files; names lists of Jewish people and addresses of Jewish property. 
 
Reel 11: 
B Rep. 051  Amtsgericht Tiergarten (1933-1934): 
„Criminal offenses“: race defilement, passport falsification and theft.  
 
Reel 12: 
A Rep. 010-02  Baupolizei-Verwaltung : (no finding aid) 
 
Reel 13: 
A Rep. 005-03-02 Hauptfinanzverwaltung (1933-1943): 
Jewish property matters and budgets for each year for the period between 1934 and 1943. 
 
Reel 14: 
A Rep. 009-01  Der Provinzialbeauftragte für den Naturschutz in Berlin (1937): 
General register of property owners. 
 
Reel 15: 
B Rep. 142-04            Landkreistag (1933): 
Press articles: Jews in Christian welfare, and settlement politics; law concerning civil 
servants; and correspondence of the RAM [Reich Labor Ministry]. 
 
Reel 16: 
B Rep. 142-03  Reichsstädtebund (1933): 
Taxes on Jewish shop windows; the execution of the new law related to occupational 
diseases. 
 
Reel 17: 
B Rep. 142-05           Deutscher und preußischer Landgemeindetag (1932-
1933):Correspondence between several associations; dismissal of mayors; police matters: 
ethnic background, concentration camps, and registration of Jews; and organization of the 
general school system. 
 
Reel 18: 
A Rep. 003-02  Landeswohlfahrts- und Jugendamt (1933-1946): 
Correspondence related to: non-Aryan adopted children, Jewish children’s homes, 
discriminating measures and laws, Reich Clan Office, welfare service for homeless 
housekeepers, and treatment of “Mischlinge”; taxes for using the radio; elimination of 
files; and trials against Jews. 
 
Reel 19: 
A Rep. 037-08              Bezirksamt Charlottenburg (1891-1943): 
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Complaints by the German Labor Front; registration and treatment of forced laborers; 
reports related to: confiscated Jewish property, Jewish graves and cementeries, personal 
files, and meetings of the district mayors; Hermann-Tietz-Foundation; and the legacy of 
the oldest citizen of the town Wilhelm Cohn [Lohn?]. 
 
Reel 20: 
A Rep. 003-03  Hauptgesundheitsamt (1936-1945): 
Health care: reorganization of the health care system of Berlin, fighting contagious 
diseases, and the status of medical doctors. 
 
Reel 21: 
A Rep. 013-01  Deputation für Ernährungswesen (1939-1941): 
Reports related to the status of food supply and meeting protocols for the period between 
1939 and 1941; orders related to treatment of Jews and the status of Jewish medical 
doctors. 
 
Reel 22: 
A Rep. 014  Deputation für Verkehrswesen (1933): 
Proof of ethnic background; the board of directors responsible for the airport; and the 
board of directors of the RVG [BVG]. 
 
Reel 23: 
A Pr. Br. Rep. 057         Stadtpräsident Berlin (1933-1946): 
Jewish property: alphabetical street names register of expropriated Jewish property in 
Berlin, alphabetical names register of Jewish people whose mortgages on [foreign] land 
were sold, correspondence concerning Jewish mortgages and war damages; Jewish 
marriages; and the Blood Protection Act.  
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